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informs
as the ikf° newsletter several times a year of the institute’s activities,
providing the latest issues of the semester report in a more current and
concise format.
assesses
central development trends of value management and capital markets
which are relevant to banks, insurance companies and corporate
finance departments.

Taking the sector’s temperature°
As an independent indicator for structural developments, the ikf°
simultaneously acts as a signaller of change processes in the financial
industry — and this also holds true for our first wissen & handeln.

indicates
ways to overcome practical problems in business, starting from solid
theoretical grounds.
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a forum for scientific discussion and
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the exchange of views and ideas between science and practice.
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              from “Japanese fever”. At least
this is the impression gained from the rather impressive number of contributions featuring memorable headlines encountered in the press. During
multi-voiced debates a colourful mixture of crisis terminology and calls for
consequences are exchanged.2 The difficult situation of the German banking sector (“the house is on fire”3) — at least according to the basic tenor
of many contributions — is raised to the threatening ranks of the “disease”
the Japanese banking industry is suffering from. Such a statement labelling
“German banks — Turning Japanese” 4 (to be deemed at least a negligent
remark) was the very issue of the Merrill Lynch study of equal title.

Crisis Talks and the Risk of Self-fulfilling Prophecies

Diagnosis, therapy and prophylaxis of banking
crises — challenges in financial supervision and monetary
policy  04 – 18
Are German banks suffering from Japanese fever—or does the press
simply talk them into a critical condition?

        1

Careless generalisations, in this particular case, are naturally highly
dangerous since the past has shown that they can possibly conjure up a
crisisin the respective banking sector. The probability of such self-fulfilling prophecies augments with the problems of market participants to
convince themselves of the truth of such hearsay crises. To grasp this can
be rendered more difficult objectively, i.e. if a company and subsequently
the “crisis rumours” heard about it are difficult to analyse for interested
external parties. On the other hand, a subjective element can be added to
such extent as the limited professionalism of certain parties involved may
deprive them of the ability to adequately assess information they obtained
about a “crisis”.
In view of distinct information asymmetries acting to their disadvantage, they then tend to be oriented not only toward their self-interest,
but also toward other market participants. The individualised rational
calculation can turn into herd behaviour, leading in the end to a devastat-

ing outcome for the entirety of those involved, as well as for triggering
individuals themselves.
The susceptibility to this type of crises of confidence is particularly
pronounced among banks, due to the characteristics of the services and
information they offer. The difficulty of an accurate assessment of a bank’s
financial soundness by outsiders, that is, first of all, their private depositors,
is one of the decisive arguments in favour of the necessity of the special
protection of depositors and of supervisory agencies monitoring it. The
anatomy of runs is primarily developed for banks,5 whereby the theory
regularly contains empirical proof for runs on banks — last seen during the
Argentinean financial crisis. Analogue in principle, the run phenomena on
insurance companies can be traced — here also mainly for the long-term
private account segment.6
Although the probability of contagious effects — emanating from one
bank onto other institutes all the way to a system crisis — can easily be
assessed as critical, there is absolutely no deficiency of indications as to
crisis-reinforcing and possibly even (co-) creating effects of crisis assumptions: The most severe crisis of confidence in German finance economy
until today is the one triggered by the insolvency of Herstatt-Bank in 1974,
yet the recently concluded legal dispute surrounding the role of feature
articles published in “Focus” magazine in the bankruptcy of Hamburg’s
Mody-Bank of 1995 renders the relevance of information problems a very
current issue.
As a result it is surprising just how naturally the current economic
situationof the German finance industry is interpreted as a “banking crisis”.
Clarification is thus required for two central reasons: On the one hand, an
accurate diagnosis — as will have to be shown — is desirable in view of the
severity of the implied affliction. On the other hand, it forms the necessary
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compared to its Japanese counterpart, the following systematically examines the elements of the “genesis” of a banking crisis — as illustrated in
picture 1. In the beginning, there is always the perception of certain visible
signs indicating the critical condition of the respective patient.

Insolvencies of Banks
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Changes in the market /
competitive environment of a – – – – >
solid banking system

Forced to adapt

–––––––>

Cause of crisis
> no adjustment strategies
> general managerial errors

–––––>

Instable and latently
endangered banking system

Pic. 1: Creation and typical evolvement of banking crises 9

–––>

–––––––>

A growing number of bank insolvencies can actually serve as the “strongest” symptom of an acute crisis — given an immediate disclosure of bankruptcies. In practice, however, different disclosure requirements, quiet
winding-ups or corrections through takeovers make the absolute number
of bank insolvencies only a conditionally expressive indicator of a crisis.
Diagnosis: German & Japanese Afflictions
In Germany, cooperatives and savings and loan associations (S&Ls)
In medical terms, a crisis is deemed the extremum of a severe affliction, substantially cloud the true situation by regularly granting rescue soluwhen the decision of life or death is made.8 Translated to an economic con- tions within their networks preference over open insolvencies. As a result,
text, this implies a threat to the existence of at least one market member. the statistics of Germany’s central bank of the past ten years show a mere
Current discussions about banks, however, very often fail to make a dozen bank failures. Compared with this, the Federal Financial Supervidistinction at this very point, between individual institutions, and the sory Authority (BAFin) determines for the last two years alone some 240
banking sector as an entire system. A “banking crisis”, in a broader sense, problem cases “which for more than one hundred financial institutes even
has already arisen if a single bank (and a single bank only) is in crisis. To this evolved into closing or insolvency”  10 — thus delivering an idea as to the
extent SchmidtBank, just like Gontard & Metallbank and Bankgesellschaft significance of S&Ls and cooperatives no longer listed in the statistics, but
Berlin, is currently experiencing its very own “banking crisis”.
also of insolvencies which could be successfully averted.
However, such crises do not justify creating either explicitly or even negIn Japan, the Deposit Insurance Corporation (DIC ) openly publishes
ligently the impression of a general crisis in banking that extends beyond 124 insolvencies for the years 1991 – 2000, ninety per cent of which fall
individual institutes, i.e. to the crisis of a system. This is only the case if the into the last five year-period. 11 Bank insolvencies, however, are politically
existence of a banking system in its entirety, or a least a critical share of also a taboo issue there, which is why these official figures hit Japanese
financial institutions constituting such system, is lastingly at risk.
tolerance limits and most likely will have to be corrected by a number of
So, to gain clarity with regard to the status of Germany’s banking sector unrecorded cases.

–––––––>

foundation for the development of correct proposals not only along the line
of treatments solving (current) problems, but in particular also of monitoring concepts preventing (future) problems.
Building on a careful analysis of the critical phenomenon in the German
banking industry, consequences are subsequently derived in relation to
the current planning of the reorganisation of the European financial
supervision, and of monetary institutions. The triad of diagnosis, therapy
and prophylaxis will create the frame here, since the crisis term is technically rooted in medicine and furthermore practically applied in well-known
metaphors such as “the sick man of Main”.7

Crisis amplifiers

Crisis trigger

> deficiencies in monitoring banks
> deficiencies in implementing
deregulation
> deficiencies in regulatory system

exogenous shock(s)

Acute crisis
> crisis symptoms
> crisis effects
> crisis management

Return on Equity

Japan
– 9%
Europe
15 %

USA
14 %

When examining the stage prior to insolvency, profitability gains major
importance. Since any corporate decision — also mismanagement creating
a crisis — is reflected in a bank’s return on equity, either very modest or very
negative returns serve as a further crisis symptom. As picture 2 illustrates,
German banks — measured by this indicator — with an average return on
equity of seven per cent per annum after tax, are at best average on an
international scale, yet are still far above the negative average return of
minus nine per cent per annum determined for Japan.
These results are substantiated in the detailed observation of the two
countries: In a comparison adjusted by the effect of profit taxes, statistics
show for four of the ten periods from 1992 – 2001 for Japanese banks a
double-digit negative equity return rate, and therefore obviously a sustained threat to the existence of the institutes there. During the same
period of time the return on equity in Germany halved. However, values
were clearly positive until last — a fundamental difference to the situation
in Japan.

Pic.2: Profitability of German and Japanese banks 12
(return on equity after tax, mean value 1997 – 2001)

Germany
7%

Different Qualities of Capital Cushions
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Japan: four out of ten periods generate negative return on equity before tax
Pic. 3: Return on equity of German and Japanese banks 1992 – 2001 13
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Additionally, one has to consider that the capital buffers of Japanese banks
are of poorer quality than in our country. Only formally do the most important institutes fulfil the BIZ ratio, according to which the equity compared
to risk-weighted assets is to amount to at least eight per cent. Available
data of larger Japanese banks show that their equity at the end of March
2002 was made up of public funds by more than 20 per cent, while tax
repayments carried forward constitute approximately the same share, yet

can only be collected if banks generate sufficient profit over a five-year
period.14 The fact is, Japanese institutes are thus undercapitalised and en
route to being nationalised.

Non-performing Loans
When turning from the risk bearers to the risks as such, a further symptom
of crisis is the poorer quality of the bank’s credit portfolio. An indicator
here is the amount of allowances for losses incurred by non-performing
loans. Hereby it must be taken into account that no net figures are available for German institutes; as a result the amounts listed for these in the
following refer to the “visible share” of their entire allowances for loans
and securities. For Germany, this value accumulates over the past ten years
(1992 – 2001) to roughly € 150 billion. This can be confronted with a more
than four times higher figure of € 670 billion for Japan.15
If this information is brought into relation with the partial operating
results, i.e. standardised toward the existing risk buffer from operative
business (pic. 4), Germany truly faces a worrying melt-down: 95 per cent
of partial operating results were last consumed by provisions (also) for bad
loans. However, this still falls short of the Japanese situation: For Japan,
the aforementioned rate since 1993 has been chronically beyond full consumption, reaching peak values clearly exceeding 300 per cent.
If the figures presented so far already provide a clear indication as to
the German banking sector still substantially falling short of Japanese
standards, a concluding judgment should integrate a thorough assessment of specialised information intermediaries as well as of the financial
market itself. Widening the perspective in this way is, as a matter of fact,
also due to the mentioned difficulties outsiders encounter with regard to

Germany: return on equity before tax over the past decade more than halved
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completeness and comparability of data provided by banks, supervisory
authorities or politicians.

What Rating Agencies Have to Say
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Japan: for nine out of ten periods operative earnings fell too low to buffer losses
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Germany: considerable melt-down of cushion
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Japan: intrinsic financial strength modest/very modest (n = 55)

Pic. 5: Moody’s Bank Financial Strength Rating
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Pic. 4: Consumption of risk buffer by non-performing loans 15
Losses from non-performing loans in per cent of partial operative earnings

Evaluation by Capital Markets
Picture 6 presents the development of the banking indices in Japan and
Germany. Both indices have clearly moved away from past maximums.
Starting from an index base in November 1992 = 100, the Japanese banking index evolved to today’s 26.7 (November 2002). This corresponds to
a destruction in value of almost three quarters over the past ten years. In
the same period of time, shareholders of German banks faced an increase
in value of 44.5 per cent, which — although critically behind the maximums
reached in between — still presents a substantial rise.
In addition, when comparing the development of bank share prices to
that of general stock exchange trends during the period under review, it becomes clear that in both countries banking corporations performed worse
than the (national) overall market. In Germany, this disadvantage weighing in at approx. 25 per cent is significantly below that in Japan, where the
banking index falls behind the overall index by more than 60 per cent.

Relevant information intermediaries in this context are international
rating agencies. Following their assessment of financial soundness, low
bank ratings can also be interpreted as a symptom of crisis. Particularly
revealing is the Bank Financial Strength Rating introduced by Moody’s in
1995. Removed from outside influences such as the home country’s credit
standing or external support mechanisms, it measures a bank’s intrinsic
financial strength.
This, for example, helps to answer the question how likely the search for
outside assistance might be. Picture 5 shows the current situation. Three
quarters of Japanese banks assessed in this manner are classified in the lowest rating categories D and E. On the other hand, more than half of the German institutes are given a C rating, a further third even a B rating — which
not a single Japanese bank receives.
System Crisis in Japan, Structural Crisis in Germany
For listed banking corporations, share prices reflect — in informationefficient markets to a complete degree and without delay — all relevant The mere comparison of the central symptoms of a crisis shows fundameninformationabout a company. Constantly falling share prices, or, vice tal differences between the developments in the Japanese banking system,
versa, growing costs of share capital could therefore be seen as crucial compared to the German banking system. For Japan, the overall data build
outside indicators of a banking crisis. In a nutshell, they express a changed up a clinical pattern. The exposition of a system crisis with the further risk
evaluation of anticipated opportunities and risks.
of infection for the industrial economy there continues to exist — the latEmpirical researchhas also shown that share prices respond compara- ter in particular since the problem of non-performing loans is no longer
tively swiftly to initial signs of a crisis, anticipating the appearance of the “only” a not fully mastered negative heritage from the days of the bubble
same.16
economy: the structural changes in the Japanese corporate sector by now
flush a frighteningly high amount of new “second generation” bad loans
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onto the balance sheets of banks, where they equally encounter a change
Possible Therapies
in banking behaviour with a procyclical effect in their efforts to regain profitability and greater financial soundness.
The various strategies aimed at curing the banking crisis are rather striking.
In contrast to this, the German banking sector can currently not be In Germany, the structural problems were already concisely described ten
diagnosedwith the serious risk of contracting “Japanese fever” in the sense years ago by Ulrich Cartellieri in his Bochum paper, saying “banks are the
of a system crisis. To remain within this picture: The actual temperature is steel industry of the nineties”19, which, however, fell into oblivion folloclearly below the current apparent temperature.
wing the German reunification and the stock exchange boom.
Crises of individual banks can not be denied, and it is also visible that
Only since the end of 2001 has the structural crisis become a topical
the size and number of affected institutes in the recent past has increased. issue again within the industry itself, such as by Rolf-E. Breuer, upon taking
The diagnosis also confirms the manifestation of a structural crisis. This, up his post as president of the Federal Association of German Banks (”the
too, carries a danger for the local industrial economy, i.e. to procrastinate skeleton is deep red”). This coincides by now with lasting efforts to remove
in the current degenerative phase — in particular when taking into account (mainly) cost-, but also earnings-related problems, for example by laying
the recent loss in value due to the slump of shares and the respective con- off staff at a previously unsuspected level, a more consistent separation
sequences for the gross domestic product.17
of marginal activities in favour of stronger strategic focussing, and also a
Other than that, however, there are further weighty differences beyond more careful management of scarce equity resources. Especially the latter
the revealed symptoms between Japan’s system crisis and the structural partially already goes so far that due to the induced reluctance to increase
crisis in German banking. When analysing the cause for the failed develop- credit services (or even maintain certain positions in the credit market),
ment, severe defects become visible in Japan’s regulatory system — such as, further reinforcements in the downward economic trend have to be feared
for example, the fragmentation of the supervisory authorities, or the asym- in the Federal Republic.
metrical relaxation of interest rate regulation for assets and liabilities,18
which do not apply here in Germany. Looking at what triggers the banking
Longstanding Japanese Cover-up Policy
crisis, a very distinct issue in Japan is the bursting of the “double bubble”:
A correction of assessments which were removed from fundamental factors Contrary to this — at least since the beginning of the year — more puron the stock exchange and — contrary to Germany — simultaneously on the poseful crisis management, “mastering” the banking crisis in Japan was
real estate market. For Japanese financial institutions this entailed on the marked by a long-standing cover-up policy: Specific accounting regula
one hand the diminishing of a mighty share of their equity (in the form tions for banks, state subsidies and the outsourcing of problematic comof revaluation surplus); on the other hand, the properties and buildings mitments to publicly financed “loan clinics” in conjunction with a policy of
deposited as securities by the lenders suffered a dramatic loss in value.
easy money spanning a period of ten years led to the fact that the actual
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Pic. 6: Assessment of German and Japanese bank shares by capital markets
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scope of the problems was long hidden from the wider public. And even which provided for the explicit extension of competencies of the financial
the latest attemptat a thorough banking reform — as tried in October by ministers within the EU for the controlling tasks arising within financial
the minister of the economy, Mr. Takenaka, based on the report of a group supervision, and implied a driving back of the influence of central banks.
of experts — is deemed more or less a failure, although the situation of the The latest ideas state that the legislative procedure (“Comitology”) profinance institutes, according to the Bank of Japan, is “more critical than posed for the securities market by the former head of the Belgian central
ever”.20
bank, Mr. Lamfalussy, should also be extended to the legislation procedure
It is the general opinion that Minister President Koizumi had to give in for supervision.
According to this, four committees are planned for the technical legislato the conservative forces of the Liberal Democratic Party, which aim at
defending the status quo. Accordingly, the expansive course set for the mo- tion: 1 ] an already existing securities commission and 2] a new commission
netary policy will be continued despite the fact that the Japanese economy, for banks, 3 ] for insurance companies and pension funds, as well as 4 ] for
considering short-term interest, is almost close to zero of the “liquidity financial conglomerates. In addition, the idea is to initiate four new comtrap” 21, and deflationary trends are perceptible.22 Introducing the planned mittees of analogue structure for (“executive”) supervisory questions. The
stricter regulations to calculate problem loans of banks on the one hand, commission for banking supervision shall also comprise the representaand their equity on the other has been postponed until further notice, as a tives of the national central banks. Those central banks which do not have
result of which the government (and thus tax payers) will once again have national competence in charge of banking supervision are to hold a seat
to stand in with loan guarantees, share purchases of endangered institutes in the EU committee, but not a vote. This also affects the German central
and by “sponsoring” companies winding down for bad loans. How can bank, which will have to make contact with BAFin since this is the only
future crises be avoided?
authority with a voting right in the committee.
The Financial Services Policy Group (FSPG ) will act as the central umbrella supervision roofing the new committees. Its task is to advise the EU
Necessary Prophylaxis
finance ministers on all issues of financial market policy. This also includes
One remedy serving as a prophylaxis could be an effectively and efficiently the determination of medium- to long-term strategies, and advice in the
designed financial supervisory authority. From a European viewpoint the event of crises. The FSPG is to be comprised of high-ranking representatives
dispute is currently smouldering as to the appropriate structure of the su- of financial ministries (usually state secretaries). The European Parliament,
pervisory body for various finance intermediaries (such as banks, insurance on the other hand, shall in future only co-decide on skeleton legislation
companies or financial investment management companies) as well as for for financial intermediaries: The terms of technical execution will then be
capital, and in particular securities markets.
decided on by the new EU regulatory committees, whereby the Parliament
The dispute was pushed forward by the so-called Eichel / Brown plan merely has a late veto or revocation right.23

Since the proposals are still subject to constant amendments during the
current discussion process, it is difficult to assess them. Still, the following
can be said:

Concentration on Supervisory Tasks
1  ] At the start of the discussion, politics and practice equally postulated
the necessity of concentrating supervisory tasks under the umbrella of a
central institution holding pan-sectorial competencies. This rationale was
based on ideas of harmonisation and efficiency – accounting for the ever
stronger growing-together of banking and insurance companies on the one
hand, and the trade-off between financing via intermediaries and the capital market 24 on the other. Against this background it seems questionable
whether the extension of the number of (initially) separately operating
sectorial committees can in fact serve the objective of a swift and flexible
co-ordination of supervisory activities (which is of importance especially
in the event of crisis), also in view of groups with credit, securities and
insurance activities.

The Art of Central Banking
2 ] Independent of the formal “consideration” of the central banks (at least
with regard to banking supervision) the prior role of the monetary policy
authorities will be co-decisive for the degree of stability in the financial
market. We do not view monetary policy as a technocratic task referring
solely to the use of certain tools. Instead, monetary policy is rather to be
understood as the “Art of Central Banking”, where it is primarily about
the right assessment of economic trends, the valuation of expectations in

the markets and the own contribution to the creation of expectations.25
Of major importance is therefore the utilisation of consolidated effects
resulting from the joint performance of monetary and supervisory policy
tasks, as well as the information arising as “joint product”. On the one
hand the substantial collection of data on all significant players contributes to strengthening the initiation of monetary policy decisions. On the
other hand, the almost friction-free operative implementation of monetary
policy decisions is unthinkable in squeezing financial markets.
To avert or remove genuine system crises, the central bank, in the
end — and this is substantiated by the example of Japan — has to be available as the lender of last resort. This responsibility then results in its legitimate competence and controlling interest. To this extent it would hardly
be correct to separate monetary and supervisory duties strictly and completely from one another. In other respects, it may just prove beneficial for
the efficiency of controlling functions if exercised by independent central
banks rather than civil servants of the finance ministries taking orders.
Neither do we see an insolvable target conflict between supervisory
tasks and monetary policy. On the one hand the control of the money supply has been transferred from the national central banks to the ECB . On the
other hand, funds which (for example within the framework of repurchase
agreements) have been released to prevent system crises can be recollected within a relatively short period of time (such as by not prolonging these
repurchase deals).

Substance over Form
3  ] Regrettably, the discussion of the past months is dominated by the
stated structural issues, such as the number of committees, the rights of
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the Parliament, or the integration of the central bank. It is our viewpoint
that, despite the conceded significance of these topics, the content of a
EU finance supervision should be more strongly reflected upon in future;
“Substance over Form” should gain importance. This applies even more in
line of the increased necessity to harmonise the regulation of banks and
of other financial intermediaries in the near future. As soon as the critical
phenomena which currently not only occupy Germany’s banking but also
insurance sector 26 have been overcome, this issue will again take centre
stage.
By strictly pursuing a “theory of particularities”, and from a position of
strength, the insurance industry successfully managed in the past to avoid
the modernisation of its supervisory rights in this respect. Its representatives therefore should not be surprised if the current phase of weakness
of insurance companies is also judged as proof of the failed development
in regulation and in risk management, and to this extent more calls are
heard asking for the harmonisation of supervision à la Basel II.27 Thinking in
terms of the three pillars anchored there, this would result in the following
problem cores:

Supervision of Financial Conglomerates:
No Room for Particularities
Pillar 1: With regard to the quantitative equity standards Basel is approximating the finish line. At least with regard to the investment risk, which is
shouldered by insurance companies, the analogue orientation of the risk
buffer along the rating of the respective investments seems technically
unproblematic.28 On the other hand, integrating the technical insurance
risk will prove more difficult.

Here it must be considered whether it can not be handled similar to
the market risk of banks, i.e. via a value-at-risk approach. For example, the
available “objective” mortality tables could serve as a starting point for
such a quantitative approach in the life assurance business.29 Vice versa,
the treatment of operational risks of banks could lean toward the method
of damage calculation in the property insurance segment.
Pillar 2: Especially the precision formulation of “qualitative” supervision
remains one of the central questions which Basel has left open so far. When
looking at the respective regulations in relation to the market risks, and
assuming that analogue to this and in addition to the 2500 German banks,
some 440 insurance companies would have to be monitored in this country, it becomes visible: The qualitative supervision will have to be carefully
checked as to which theoretical statements can in fact be made as to the
determinating factors of the quality of risk management systems of banks,
and also of insurance companies, and whether there are industrial standards in this segment. Only then it will be possible to seriously stipulate
the minimum standards to be verified by the supervisory body — otherwise
the threat is a dramatic infringement upon the efficiency target of the
regulation, without effectivity gain.30 Also: Since Basel comprehensively
anchored “components for medium-sized enterprises” in the limitation of
loan risks, such very relief has to be considered in view of the medium-sized
finance industry.

instead calls for such a type of interaction, that , for example, institutions, influence on financial intermediaries. To this extent it must be observed
which are actively pushing disclosure limits, are rewarded with certain that in referring to Basel II to harmonise the financial supervision, it does
not turn out to be medication with hazardous side effects in the shape of
relief in terms of qualitative supervision.
At the same time there must be a bond with the discussion surrounding bursting regulatory costs. Instead of reinforcing the research for “universal
international accounting. To this extent, the argument of the Bundesbank antibiotics”, ways should be sought to reactivate self-healing powers of the
appears to fail, which explicitly turns against the “too rapid abandon- banking and insurance industry.
ment … of the tool of hidden reserves”. It pays undiminished importance – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
to the “proven” possibility of depositing and dissolving voluntary reserves
to stabilise the financial system — in line with the motto: Too much trans- Endnotes
parency and volatile annual profits create uncertainty among investors.31 1 The authors wish to thank in particular Professor Yumik Iino, Keiai University Tokyo, as well as Mr. Kozo
Ishimura, Deputy Director, International Affairs Office, and Mr. Nobuo Yamamura, Researcher of the
Jochen Sanio, who observes the plans of the International Accounting
Financial Services Agency, for their very helpful assistance in researching and interpreting the data for
Standards Board with major concern, tables similar arguments and asks
Japan.
“whether the business of insurance companies can actually be correctly 2 Cf. as representative sources N.N.: Kein Ende der Bankenkrise in Sicht, in: BöZ, 9-17-2002; Mussler, H.:
Keine sichere Bank, in: FAZ, 10-5-2002; N.N.: Banken r ingen um ihren Ruf, in: HB, 10-10-2002; Beise, M.:
illustrated”.32 But especially the possibility of smoothening the earnings
Abwärtsspirale ohne Ende, in: SZ, 10-15-2002; Otto, P./Potthoff, C.: Bankbilanzen färben sich rot, in: HB,
situation (or better: covering it up) pursuant to the German GAAP only in10-21-2002; Lebert, R.: Die deutschen Banken wanken, aber sie fallen nicht, in: FTD, 11-18-2002.
sufficiently enables depositors / insurance clients to differentiate between 3 Wörl, V.: Es brennt, in: SZ, 10-4-2002.
institutes performing “well” and “poorly”.
4 Cf. Merrill Lynch: German Banks — Turning Japanese, ML Global Securities Research & Economics Group/
Global Fundamental Equity Research Department Report, 9-23-2002.
Banks / insurance companies are therefore deemed more or less just as
5
Cf.
comprehensively Bonn, J.: Bankenkrisen und Bankenregulierung, Wiesbaden 1998, pp. 15ff.
good or bad (homogeneity thesis). It is especially then that a crisis at a sin6
With
further ref. cf. Horsch, A.: Versichertenschutzfonds in der deutschen Assekuranz, Wiesbaden 1998,
gle institute can evolve by transferring a negative reputation more quickly
pp. 14ff.
into a risk for the entire system. The presumed protection of depositors/
7 Cf. Maisch, M.: Bankenkrise — Kranker Mann am Main, in: HB, 10-2-2002.
clients to this extent acts only as a manager protection which does not
8 On terminology cf. Krystek, U.: Unternehmungskrisen, Wiesbaden 1987, pp. 2ff. For a condensed analysis
stabilise, but destabilises the system.
of the following line of argumentation (focus: German banking sector) cf. Müller, K.-P.: Die Strukturkrise
der deutschen Finanzindustrie — Diagnose: Wie hoch ist das Fieber wirklich?, in: Die Bank, 2003, pp. 544ff.

Pillar 3: This applies in particular, if in addition the planned extension of
disclosure to enhance the forces of market discipline is accounted for. The
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